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An underpaid, overworked Certified Flight Instructor cheats death while attempting to teach a

cast of incompetent student pilots to fly at a skeezy South Florida flight school; all in the quest

to build flight time so he can get a “real job” at an airline. The planes break, the regs break,

metal gets bent, students are lost at sea, and a Top Gun wannabe student, who has four

hundred hours of flight instruction, still hasn’t made his first solo flight. “CFI! The Book” is an

over-the-top satirical aviation comedy that’s loosely based on real world experiences of flight

instruction, but if the FAA asks, this is all strictly fictional.



CFI!THE BOOKbyAlex StoneAWS BooksHighland, INAWS BOOKS, December 2018Copyright

© 2018 by Alexander W. StoneAll rights reserved.Published in the United States by AWS

Books, Highland, INThis is a work of fiction. All names, characters, businesses, products,

places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or are used fictitiously.

Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, events, or locales is entirely

coincidental.This book is sold subject to the condition that it shall not, by way of trade or

otherwise, be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, be lent, resold, hired out, or otherwise

circulated or transmitted without the author’s prior consent in any form of binding or cover other

than that in which it is first published and without a similar condition, including this condition,

being imposed on the subsequent purchaser.Printed in the United States of AmericaThis book

is dedicated to anyone who ever had to ditch a 152 in a Kroger parking lot, clean puke off the

instrument panel, live in their car, or “sign their life away” by endorsing a student for their first

solo, all in the quest to rack up hours so you could get a real job.CFI (Certified Flight

Instructor)1. A career or part-time job that involves watching the Hobbs meter tick while

spending unusual, long, and demanding hours in the cheapest, most stripped down,

mechanically unsound aluminum can all for the goal of displaying the magic of rote learning to

a student. Sometimes the aluminum can is known as being “airworthy,” but that is a made-up

word the mechanics will use to comply with the legal mumbo jumbo and is hardly ever true.

The majority of the instruction is given in the busiest airspace with little to no safe-guarding,

such as reliable radios, transponders, or even the most basic necessity-transparencies you can

actually see out of. The students, the prime income of a flight instructor, are stubborn, top-gun

wanna-be pilots who no matter how ever you try to persuade differently about the aircraft’s only

having one 100HP engine, will still rotate the nose to fifty degrees on takeoff—that is, if they

even bother to show up for the lesson from being too (insert bullshit excuse here).2. A brave

and astute individual, most likely also an alcoholic, who tries to be killed many times on a daily

basis only to be paid minimum wage if they are lucky, training cocky big-headed students who

one day will have hundreds of lives in their hands.–ContentsIntroduction…The Obligatory Right

Rudder Joke…1. Situational Awareness…2. No Inglese…3. The 92’ Camry…4. The King

James Checklist…5. Airworthiness and Registration Please…6. Simulated Engine Failure…7.

The Instructor of the Month vs. The Prince of El Salvador8. Warm Gasoline…9. A Day at the

Beach…10. The Real Maverick…11. Biennial Flight Review…12. Discovery Flight…13. Worst

Nightmare…14. First Solo…15. One Thousand Hours…About the Author…Glossary of Aviation

Terms…CFI!THE BOOKIntroductionIn case you didn’t already know, a CFI is a certified flight

instructor. Flight instruction is the most popular way for young commercial pilots fresh out of

school to build flight time, and for most of us pilots it was our first paying job in the industry.

Just about every airline pilot out there at one time early in their career was a flight

instructor.Typically, when a pilot finishes school and earns their commercial certificate, they

have around three hundred-or-so hours of flight time. The problem is that most airlines won’t

give them the time of day till they have at least around a thousand. So, they have to find a way

to get to a thousand.Building time is something that every pilot starting their career has to do.

People call it “earning your stripes.” Flight schools pay instructors next to nothing and get away

with it because they know the flight time is what their instructors really need. It’s a great

business for the flight school owners who are charging the students through the roof and

paying the instructors by letting them lick a salt block at the end of the day for nourishment. But

we put up with it, all with the hopes of a higher-paying real job at an airline later down the



line.As a flight instructor, I found that most student pilots have no business being in or

anywhere near an airplane. It’s just not for everyone, and the number who actually complete

flight school is a very small percentage of those who start. Not all of my students were bad,

though. There were a few good ones that showed up on time, read the materials they were

assigned, and were teachable. Those good ones made the job both rewarding and enjoyable.

The first time I ever sent one of my students’ solo was one of the most exciting days in my

career as a pilot. To take someone who had never flown before, teach them to operate an

airplane safely, and send them on their way made it all worthwhile. It was almost as exciting for

me as the day I made my own first solo flight.And seeing them progress to becoming private

pilots and later commercial pilots was equally rewarding. Those good students eventually went

on to be instructors themselves and later airline pilots. But this story isn’t about them; it’s about

the other ones, the ones who had no business in an airplane. Or the ones who really didn’t

care to be there. They just needed something to do, so they picked this to keep their parents off

their backs for a while. They’re the ones who really made the job exciting, the ones who tried to

kill me.The following is a fictional story about the fictional students of a fictional flight school

that’s loosely based on my real experience as a flight instructor, or maybe I made it all up, or

maybe it all happened exactly as written, depends who’s asking. If the FAA asks, I made this all

up.The Obligatory Right Rudder JokeYou would think a funny book about flight instructing

would be filled with jokes about students not using enough right rudder. Well, it’s not. There’s

only this one:MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER,

MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT

RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE

RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT

RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE

RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER,

MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT

RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE

RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT

RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE

RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER,

MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT

RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE

RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT

RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE

RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER,

MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT

RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE

RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT

RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE

RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER,

MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT

RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE

RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT

RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE

RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER,

MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT

RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE



RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT RUDDER,MORE RIGHT RUDDER, MORE RIGHT

RUDDER.That should be enough. I won’t mention it again.-1-Situational Awareness“HOLY

SHIT! What are you doing?” I screamed as I yanked back on the controls to keep the nose of

the single-engine Piper Warrior from slamming into the runway. The nose had pitched down

violently after my student decided to dump the flaps about ten feet above the ground, mid-

bounce, during a botched landing.“I was retracting the flaps so we could take off again,” my

student sitting in the left seat next to me responded. He was obviously very confused by the

situation. “I thought we were doing a touch and go?”“We were doing a touch and go, but we

didn’t land yet!” I’m screaming everything at this point. This wasn’t the first time today that my

student had tried to kill me, and it was only 8:45 in the morning. “You’ve got to land first! Then

retract the flaps! What the hell were you thinking?”“I thought we did land.”“No, we didn’t land!

We hit the runway and bounced! We were airborne again when you dumped the flaps and let

the nose pitch forward!”“Oh, sorry.”“Sorry? Man, you’ve got to pay attention; you’re going to kill

us. I’m surprised the plane is still in one piece.”“Sorry,” he apologized again, as I brought the

plane to a stop on the runway.There’s an old joke amongst pilots that says: “A good landing is

one that you can walk away from, and a great landing is one were the airplane can be reused

again afterwards.” This plane still seemed reusable, I thought. I suppose it was a great landing?

This was how most of my days went. I was a flight instructor, which meant I sat in the right seat

of a small training aircraft all day while my students tried to kill me. I had to let them take us all

the way to the edge of doom—so they could learn.My job was to save the day at the last

second before they destroyed the airplane or worse, killed us both. It was hours of boredom

followed by seconds of sheer terror, followed by several minutes of screaming, and then we did

it again, over and over—until they learned.I worked for a small flight school in Marbella, Florida

called Marbella Flight Academy. We specialized in training the worst students out there. Got

rejected from every other flight school in the country? Come on down to Marbella. We’d train

you, as long as you could pay. It was our only requirement.I moved down here for this job on

the promise of 100+ hours of flying a month, and they had been delivering on that. I was flying

my ass off down there and building hours. But at what cost?Fresh out of college, building hours

is the most important thing for a pilot that’s beginning their career. I was getting close to having

enough flight time to get a real job with an airline. I just hoped I survived till then.One thousand

hours was the magic mark all of us instructors were aiming for. I was at 632 now, hopefully

632.4 by the end of this flight. Ask any instructor how many hours they have, and they can tell

you down to the tenth. The highlight of my day was when I got home and totaled up my

logbook for the day. Each day getting closer and closer to having enough flight time so that I

wouldn’t have to do this anymore.This guy I was “teaching” on this particular day, his name was

George. George did things without thinking, such as retracting flaps mid-bounce during a

botched landing. He didn’t even know we had bounced; he thought we had landed. A lack of

situational awareness: that’s what we called it when a student was unaware of their

surroundings. George was a poster child for a complete lack of situational awareness. He had

no clue where we were or what we were doing right now or ever. And bouncing the landing,

that’s just bad stick skills. The best part was that George’s horrible stick skills and non-existent

situational awareness were nothing compared to his piss-poor navigation skills.We were at a

podunk little airport in Florida called Calusa, just fifteen miles northeast from our home base of

Marbella, and I guarantee George cannot find his way home from here. That would have been

OK if George were a new student, but he wasn’t. George had 400 hours of flight instruction

under his belt, and a good chunk of that time, like most of it, had been spent flying in-between

these two airports.George had more flight time than most people do when they earn their



commercial certificate. In fact, he had more time than some of the instructors who had

attempted to teach him. Shit, I had less flight time than he did when I first became a flight

instructor, and yet George still hadn’t made his first solo flight. Why? Because he couldn’t land,

he couldn’t navigate, and he couldn’t communicate with air traffic control.Every instructor at

this school had attempted to teach George. He just kept getting passed on from one instructor

to another as we all became fed up with him. I was fed up, but it was my turn. And when we got

these types of students, everyone had to take their turn. George was just not cut out for

aviation. You wouldn’t have known it by looking at him, though; he wore the Top Gun Ray Ban

Aviators and walked around in the Florida summer heat wearing a brown leather bomber

jacket. He looked the part, he wanted to be a pilot, and he wouldn’t admit to himself that this

was just not for him.To make matters worse, my boss Todd, the owner of the flight school, was

encouraging George to keep taking lessons. “You’ll get there,” Todd kept encouraging him. “Any

day now we’re going to send you solo.”What a bunch of crap. Todd loved George because he

was cleaning him out of all his money. As long as George kept trying, Todd kept making money

off him. So, George was still trying to be a pilot, and I had to keep flying with him. And I was

pretty sure that any day now, he was gonna kill me.“Well, you think you can get us home from

here?” I asked him.“Sure,” he said.“Alright, take me home,” I said, knowing damn well that

George would get lost again, like he did every day.We still had forty-five minutes left in our

flight slot, and it should only have taken ten minutes to get back to Marbella, but not for

George. We needed to start heading back early to give him plenty of time to fly in circles while

he looked for the airport.George opened up the throttle, and we began our take-off roll. I

assumed my ready position with my hands just behind the controls. I had to be ready to grab

the yoke and take over when he lost control of the plane, which would, without a doubt happen

again.The nose wheel shimmied as the dilapidated 1960s single-engine Piper accelerated

down the runway. This old plane was definitely showing its age after years of use as a trainer.

There’s no telling how many students have slammed it into the runway during near-crash

landings. On the surface this jalopy of an airplane looked beaten and battered. Underneath, the

airframe was probably littered with hairline cracks, all just waiting for the right jolt to come along

and finish this thing off. Training aircraft are treated worse than rental cars; never, ever, buy a

used one.“So which way to Marbella?” I asked once we were airborne and climbing. All 160

horsepower of the old Lycoming horizontally opposed four cylinder struggling to give us a 300-

foot-per-minute rate of climb.“Ah, let me take a look at the chart,” George responded. He began

fumbling around with his VFR sectional in his lap, barely maintaining control of the plane in the

process.It was a clear day, and looking over my shoulder I could easily see the Marbella Airport

behind us as we headed away from it.“I think we should go that way.” George said as he

pointed north-east in the opposite direction of the airport.“What direction is ‘that way’?” I

asked.“Ah, south and west,” he responded, sounding very unsure of his answer.“That’s not

southwest,” I said. “Look at your heading indicator.”He looked down at the instrument panel

then up to the magnetic compass bouncing around on the glareshield and back and forth

several times, probably trying to remember if he’d ever even set his heading indicator before

we took off. “Oh yeah, well, then we should go . . . north?”“Remember the top of the chart is

north.”“Oh yeah, so should we go the other way?”“Well,” I said while pointing at his chart, “if we

are here, and we want to go here, and this is north, which way do you think we should

go?”“Southwest?”“Yup.”“Should I turn?”“By all means, please.”George struggled to maintain a

constant altitude as he turned the plane around. His altitude control was plus or minus 300

feet, at best. Riding along while he was at the controls was not for the weak stomached.When

George completed his turn, Marbella Airport was right in front of us, in plain view. “Are we



going the right way?” I asked.“I don’t know. Are we?” he questioned.“I’m asking you. Do you

think we’re going the right way?”“I think so,” he said as his eyes darted from his chart to out the

window in a frantic effort to figure out where he was. He would point at random things on the

chart, then stare out the window looking for them for a minute. Never finding what he was

looking for, his eyes would return to the chart where he would pick out a new landmark to look

for. But the landmarks he was pointing to on the chart were nowhere near our current position.

He pointed to a lake that was near Tampa and began searching for it out the window. Then

staring back at his chart, he mumbled something to himself about railroad tracks.“Here,” I said,

as I grabbed his chart and drew two circles on it, then handed it back to him. “This is where we

are, and this is where we are going.”The plane descended a few hundred feet while George

buried his head in his lap, studying the chart. When he looked up and saw the plane diving, he

pulled back abruptly, to get back to the altitude he was supposed to be maintaining. This

repeated over and over; every time George looked down, he let the nose drop, and every time

he looked up, he would jerk the controls back in a panic, pulling the plane into a climb. But he

never made it back to the altitude that he was supposed to be holding; he just attempted to

hold a new lower altitude each time. Every once in a while, he’d glance at me out of the corner

of his eye to see if I’d noticed that we were now a few hundred feet lower than we were

before.“I’ll give you a hint,” I said, while pointing out the window directly at the airport. “Marbella

is on the shoreline, straight ahead. Do you see it?”“Ah, I’m looking for it.” He squinted into the

distance.“Let me know when you see it,” I said as we got closer and closer. The airport was

clearly right in front of us. We went through this every single day. I could aim the nose of the

plane right at the runway and point at it, and he still wouldn’t see it. Hundreds of hours have

been spent trying to teach George to navigate; it was hopeless.As we flew right over the

Marbella Airport, I put my head against the window, looking straight down at the runways below

us. “See it yet?” I asked.He continued to stare out the front windscreen, into the distance. “No,”

he said. “I think it’s farther south.”“It’s not farther south,” I said with my head still pressed

against the window. I could see a couple other planes in the traffic pattern below us.When we

crossed the shoreline and started heading out over the Gulf of Mexico I asked George if we

were still heading the right way. “Should be right in front of us,” he responded.There was

nothing in front of us except open ocean.“Really?” I questioned. “Looks like we’re heading out

to sea.”“Oh yeah. Maybe we missed it.”“We definitely missed it,” I said. “We flew right over it a

few minutes ago.”“We did?” He sounded surprised.“Yes, we did. Turn to a zero-six-zero

heading, and the airport will be right in front of you.”But George didn’t turn to the heading I had

suggested. He started to but became distracted again, looking at his chart, and quit turning

halfway. The airport passed off our left side as he flew southeast for a while, toward the

Everglades.At this point, we were running out of time. I had to be back at the flight school soon

for my next student. “Turn north,” I told him.“OK,” he said, “in a minute. I think I see the

airport.”“No really, turn north. That’s where the airport is. We’re running out of time.”I took the

controls, banking hard left in frustration, and pointed the plane straight at the airport. “It’s ten

miles straight ahead. I’m gonna call the tower. Descend down to pattern altitude, and let me

know when you see the runway.”“OK,” George said as he pulled the power back and began

descending.As we got closer and closer, I helped George point the plane right at the runway

every time he kept veering off course. Without my help we’d probably just fly right over the

airport again. About one mile from the end of the runway, George finally said, “I see

it!”Moments later, we impacted the runway.-2-No IngleseWhen I got back into the flight school,

Todd called all of the instructors into his office. “We’ve got a new group of students who just

arrived today,” he announced. “They’re from Europe, and they will be staying in town for a few



months to train here.”This wasn’t out of the ordinary; students from Europe came to the US all

the time to learn to fly. The cost of flight training in Europe was ridiculously expensive. It was

cheaper for people to come and stay here in the US to get their certificates. Todd preyed on

this. Since most of these students came from so far away, it’s not like they could have stopped

in and checked out the place and planes before they signed up. Many would have chosen

somewhere else to go if they had.The website for the flight school was the only impression of

what it was going to be like here that most of these people had seen before arriving, and it was

the one thing Todd actually put some effort into. The pictures on it, of course, were stock

photos of new airplanes, not pictures of our actual planes. Anyone who had the option of going

somewhere else to train would usually leave immediately upon arriving here and seeing what

this place was really like. Todd had found a solution for that, though: they had to make a

$10,000 nonrefundable deposit upfront. So, at least he was going to get that much out of them

before they went elsewhere.Todd informed us that our new students were waiting out in the

lobby and handed us each folders with their info. My new student was from Italy; his name was

Antonio. I headed out to the lobby to find him.Antonio was dressed like a member of U2, black

leather head-to-toe with blue-tinted sunglasses, and it was 90 degrees out. Bono? I

thought.After attempting to speak with him for a few minutes, it was obvious that he barely

spoke a word of English. I don’t speak Italian, and even if I did, he still needed to speak English

to fly. I’m not an English teacher. I’m a flight instructor. This was going to be a problem.
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Deb's Guy, “Really fun Reading!. This may not be as funny and real to anyone not associated

with aviation, but those of us who have flown even just to the Private Pilot stage, can recognize

the events in this well-written book. I suggest you also read the author's first book, "Hauling

Checks," which is just as seriously amusing. These books are claimed to be fiction, and the

experiences may not all have happened to the author, but they have happened to all of us who

have flown airplanes.”

Kevin R Poole, “Hilarious. I bought this book because I'm a pilot and it popped up on the list of

books I might like. Amazon was right -- I did like it. There are a few grammar and punctuation

mistakes here and there, which caught my eye because I'm also a history professor, but the

content of the book was great. I've had several CFIs, some young and some old, and I'm

around some of them from KOSU sometimes. The stories I've head from some of them

completely resonated with me as I was reading this book. There were a few places in the book

that I thought were a little exaggerated, but that's part of narration. And yet, who knows if they

were exaggerations -- some of the stories I've heard about private aviation schools and clubs,

as well as about some of the asinine flight instructors and ignorant students, make what I've

read seem perfectly plausible. Soon I'll read this author's other book about flying checks -- a

topic I was just talking about today with a CFI friend.”

Dennis E. Smirl, “A interesting look into an important part of our transportation system.. This is

one of the most enjoyable books I've read in a long time. I can say, without reservation, that I

stopped to laugh out loud at least a dozen times. The characters are wonderfully bizarre, the

settings are fully developed, and the events that drive the story are insane. The author hints, in

his words to his audience, that all these things might have happened. No doubt they did, but

the names were changed to protect the guilty. Buy this book. Read it and laugh. I read it several

times and laughed each time. Then I gave the book to a friend and now it's her turn to laugh.

Five stars, all the way!”

JM Russell, “BUY IT!. I am a flight attendant, the wife of a CFII, and an avid reader. I bought

this book as a gift for my husband, but ended up reading the whole thing before I gave it to him.

It is HILARIOUS! I never expected to enjoy this book so much. I recommend it to everyone. I

am currently reading the author's other book, Hauling Checks and it is a must read as well.

Enjoy!”

dray, “Bounced from snorting to biting fingernails...WTF?. This book is for pilots. Were I not a

pilot, I would never fly again after reading this. These experiences were at once incredulous,

horrifying and occasionally head-shaking. I couldn’t stop reading, and I’m left praying that such

flight schools don’t really exist....please God!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader Stormdriven, “A little expensive. And. A little funny. A lot like flying. An ok

read. Different from the techno spy-war and sci-fi I ordinarily consume. Many times, I've thought

about getting Flight Certificate. Just to do it, grasping at some shred of evidence that I can still

learn something, completely different. Maybe someday....”

Marcus Saunders, “A Five Star rollercoaster read!. I am a pilot and currently training to be a

flight instructor.When I saw this book on Amazon I bought it immediately and I’m so glad I did!

Alex Stone’s portrayal of the working life of a Certified Flight Instructor is glorious, filled with

humour, tension, intrigue, and real laugh-out-loud moments.If you have a love of aviation or



just an interest in your fellow man, this is definitely a book for you.I just wish it were longer, I

really didn’t want it to stop!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Terrifyingly familiar. This book seems to have been written primarily for

pilots, and especially CFIs. The language - although defined in a glossary at the back of the

book - is unashamedly full of pilot speak, and that is to be expected. The concern, however, is

that until they get to the back of the book, groundhogs might find some of the prose hard to

understand.As to the stories, they reminded me of my own CFI days in Georgia, so that it was

more like sitting with a bunch of pilots trying to see who had the most outrageous tale of woe

than reading a book.It's a quick read, and worth it just to see the desperation of someone

trying to get enough hours to take the next step. If you are a pilot, or better yet, a CFI, it's a no

brainer. You may, however, recognise yourself in it.”

Vyshnavi T S, “The funniest aviation novel!. There is a general pressure for creators to deliver

in their second work because of the expectation they set in their first . However, Alex Stone has

out done himself with this short but wonderful prequel which technically becomes the first

book, so no pressure!I love how he opens with this amazing joke-".. hours of boredom followed

by seconds of sheer terror, followed by several minutes of screaming, and then we did it again,

over and over..." . It truly left me laughing with tears in my eyes. I mean! Alex has managed to

pull off what seems to be the funniest aviation novel, much better than his previous book-

Hauling Checks. I feel less sorry for him than I did last time, because really, when he himself is

able to laugh it out, why shouldn't we? Besides, apart from the several near death experience,

everything seems to be blatantly funny .In an attempt to collect the required amount of flight

time before looking for a full-time job, Alex joins a company and becomes a flight instructor

only to be surrounded by lunatics at work and head weighted, whining students who are either

disinterested or completely lack the knack of flying. To top it all, Alex lives a sorry life with 10

other flight instructors in small space with nearly nothing to eat, a lousy boss and a colleague

who quits in the last minute.People who are capable of laughing at themselves are the best

kind of people and you can truly see it in Alex. I can almost imagine him shaking his head as

these events unravel itself his life. His sarcasm is gold when he describes his experiences

traveling with friends in a single car, going out with people and just losing his head over

students who ignore the rules. He boldly jokes about instances that I am sure are most likely

illegal. But hey, this is all fictional, isn't it? His approach and ability to turn some of the most

painful and traumatic experiences into a sequence of comical events is just commendable.

These preposterous and totally absurd episodes are completely distinctive and yet very

familiar.The sarcasm of the narration is sometimes so stealthy that one might confuse it to

politeness. A lot of incidents in the book keeps you guessing and makes you think if its actually

true.His jokes are fast and spontaneous. the exchange between the instructors, the students or

"the customers" as the boss calls it is just all over the place and makes you want to smack your

forehead and wonder how he stayed for so long. But then you think about Hauling Checks and

be like this is luxury compared to that.”

Mike Morgulis, “light hearted read that highlights instructing pitfalls. The book was a pretty

cynical and funny insight into what has to be one of the worst fictitious flight schools. As a flight

instructor myself, I can associate with some of the trials and tribulations. It was a pretty quick

read, lighthearted, and the characters were plausible for sure. Like the sequel, Hauling Checks,

it should definitely be a Hollywood movie!!”



Alex Paegle, “Easy reading. I’m an airline pilot and felt right back at the flight school with these

special characters perfectly described by Mr Stone.Had some good laughs and recommended

the book to fellow pilots!”

The book by Alex Stone has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 295 people have provided feedback.
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